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As a major research university 
recognized for the originality of its 
programs, Sherbrooke engages with 
its communities to shape responsible 
citizens who change the world.
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Dare
Transform

Enrich UdeS programs,
training and the

university experience

Stimulate research
development, in particular,

by building on
interdisciplinarity

Develop pride and
engagement throughout

the entire university
community

Position UdeS’s
vital contributions
to human society

Skills and critical thinking to transform society
1. Nurture and value the acquiring of practical experiences throughout our programs 

2. Enrich our students’ transversal skill sets 

3. Promote student guidance and shorten graduate-study duration

4. Increase interdisciplinarity in programs, in particular through the integration of activities that bridge disciplines, faculties, and university boundaries 

5. Ensure the thoughtful integration of digital means into training in support of the teaching and learning experience

6. Broaden and recognize international and inter-cultural experiences and activities

World-class research at a major, recognized hub
7. Dynamize and develop our unifying research themes and groups of excellence 

8. Maximize our research projects’ achievements and impact

9. Recruit the highest quality faculty and ensure they realize their full potential

10. Improve the University's attractiveness and student recruitment in research tracks

11. Develop novel approaches to networking and funding, collaboratively with our partners 

A place to study, work, achieve and belong
12. Make UdeS a shining example of equity, diversity, and inclusion

13. Position UdeS as a friendly, welcoming and better place to study and work

14. Shape our work and study settings into more empowering environments

15. Highlight members of the university community and their achievements through an integrated communication strategy

16. Work with our student associations and partners to promote and disseminate UdeS achievements

New ideas and the ability to change the world
17. Weave closer ties to communities in which the University is active

18. Assert our place in the university network, notably through our Longueuil Campus

19. Rise as a leader in knowledge transfer and use, notably through entrepreneurship

20. Continue positioning the University as the Quebec benchmark in sustainable development

21. Engage the world with our partners 

22. Acquire the means to carry out the University's mission using a concerted, proactive, and effective approach to government relations
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A Great

HUMAN-SCALE UNIVERSITY
Ours is a human-scale community. Here, individuals draw 

strength from their relationships with each other. Proximity, 

accessibility and openness to others contribute to making 

UdeS an ideal place to study, work and live.

COMMITMENT
Our Bond, our Strength

UdeS members share a sense of belonging. We take pride in 

our individual and collective achievements. We strive to 

address the changing issues of the present and endeavour to 

meet the needs of the future. Commitment shapes our 

individual and social responsibilities.

INNOVATION
Venture off the beaten path

Innovation is an integral part of our DNA, placing us at the 

cutting edge. We think outside the box, embrace creative

risk and original change. Ours is a journey that

transforms the present.

EXCELLENCE
UdeS’s hallmark

UdeS is a benchmark for the highest standards of teaching 

and research. Here, we believe that efficient collaboration, 

agile adaptability and thoroughness are key to

implementing creative solutions that shape society

and build a better future.
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